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Abstract

This paper describes a segmentation method primarily developed lor reconstructing resistive head models for
electroencephalographic modelling purposes. The method was implemented by combining several image processing
techniques, such as amplitude segmentation. region growing. and image fusion. Also a graphical use, int..fuce ,*as
developed to enable semiautomatic approach to the segmentation process. This method was developed especially lor
segmentation of the brain and skull lrom Tl-u,ei-ehted magnetic resonance images. but can also be applied in an.v
segmentation procedure. The entire project was implemented successfully in a PC-based computei iunning the
UnixiNeXTsteprM operating system. O 1997 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd.
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1. Introduction

In the interpretation of medical images of the
head it is essential to make distinction between
different tissues, such as grey matter, white mat-
ter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The tissues can
be classified, e.g. by different intensities on the
image and by utilizing pattern recognition
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methods. In some particular cases a completely
automatic segmentation made by a computer can
be applied, but such methods fail in clinical appli-
cations. Excellent results have been obtained by
combining the human visual system and intelli-
gence with interactive image processing methods.
However, this type of procedure is quite time
consuming.

Information of electroencephalograph (EEG)
can be effectively processed by using a resistive
model of the head [9]. Such a model is actually a

-
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volume conductor consisting of elements of differ-
ent conductivities. The model can be applied to
the simulation of electric fields inside the head.
For example, an electric source (dipole or a set of
dipoles) can be inserted inside the head and there-
after the electric field distribution can be com-
puted. Further, the measured EEG signal can be
used for obtaining the source location in the
volume conductor. For example, epileptic foci can
be located. In principal, the accuracy of these
computations is dependent on the accuracy of the
volume conductor (i.e. the number of different
compartments and their conductivities). The con-
ductivity coefficients of various tissues have been
adopted from Geddes and Baker [6] and the
model can be constructed simply by segmenting
anatomical images. These images are usually pro-
duced by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

To construct a conductivity model of the head
the most important tissue types are skull bone,
scalp, CSF, and the grey and white matters of the
brain. The skull bone is the most critical of these,
because it has an extremely low conductivity com-
pared to the other tissues, but is very hard to
recognize in MRI scans. The anatomical studies
of the skull from computer tomography (CT)
images include several clinical applications con-
sisting of segmentation, e.g. the cranio-facial
sugery [2,10]. In CT images the skull is very
clearly visible and could therefore be applied in
head modelling. However, also MRI scans are
needed because CT images provide insufflcient
anatomical information on the brain tissues, such
as the separation of the grey and white matter of
the brain. Therefore two problems arise: The pa-
tient must undergo two examinations and the two
imaging modalities must be matched to present all
tissues in the same irnage.

To avoid these problems it would be advanta-
geous to develop a method to distinguish the skull
from MRI scans only. In a Tl-weighted MR
image, fat and other tissues with relatively short
T1 values (muscle and white matter of the brain)
appear bright. Fluids and bone tissue have longer
T1 values and thus appear dark. In a T2-weighted
MR image, tissues with short T2 values (fluids,
grey matter) appear bright. One method for dif-
ferentiating the skull is the subtraction of Ti and

T2 images, but this also requires two examina-
tions and matching of two images, or a new
advanced MRI unit capable of processing several
pulse sequences during one examination [12].

For modelling purposes Tl-weighted MR im-
ages contain good anatomical information on all
other tissues except the skull bone. We present
here a method for segmenting these tissues and
also the skull from T1 images. The method is
semi-automatic and gives relatively good results
even for images scanned by a 0.5 T MRI device.

2. Materials and methods

There were five Tl-weighted MRI sets of the
brain available during this study. Each set con-
sisted of 100 axial slices (each 2 mm thick, 16 bit,
250 x 250 pixel images) which were produced us-
ing a General Electric 0.5 T MRI unit.

The segmentation procedure was implemented
by combining four different methods: Image en-
hancement; Amplitude segmentation; Region
growing; and Decision trees (IARD) [8,13]. Even
though these methods are well known, they are
combined and applied in such a new way that the
segmentation procedure is efficient and capable of
producing relatively accurate results. Though,
IARD was developed primarily to segment the
brain it can also be applied in other segmentation
procedures, such as the segmentation of the hu-
man thorax [7].

IARD is capable of segmenting semi-automati-
cally various tissues of the head: scalp, grey mat-
ter, white matter, and CSF. In addition, the
boundary between the skull and CSF can be
approximated and also segmented in most regions
of the head due to the anatomicai knowledge that
the thickness of CSF layer is usually 2-6 mm.
The intensity of the brain tissue decreases quite
rapidly at the edges ofthe cortex. Therefore it was
realized that when an MR image of the head is
amplitude segmented using appropriate threshold
coefficient, the edge of the cortex appears too
large and can be used as an approximation of the
interior of the skull (cortex + CSF) leaving 2-6
mm space between the real cortex and the approx-
imated skull. Such interior of the skull appears
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relatively realistic and is sufficiently accurate for
electrical modelling of the head as a volume con-
ductor.

The IARD algorithm is presented briefly in Fig.
I and has the following steps:
1. First the input image is spatially low-pass

filtered (3 x 3 cross shaped window, averaging)
in order to suppress noise and high frequency
details on the image. Step I is not essential,
but simplifies further segmentation.

2. The filtered image is amplitude segmented
three times using three different threshold co-
efficients, the results of which are stored as
three independent bitmaps that represent the
scalp, grey matter, and white matter of the
brain (Fig. 2). Thereafter, different tissues ap-
pear to intersect in their intensities. For exam-
ple, the scalp is visible in all three images
(2ABC) though it should be visible only in
image 24. This type of problem is solved in
step 3.

3. The region growing segmentation method is
applied in the process for solving the intensity
intersection problem, and also to detect addi-
tional tissues in rhe rhree images (Fig. 2ABC).
The image of the scalp (Fig. 2A) is modified
using region growing in such way that the
black region between the brain and the scalp is
first filled with a color representing the skull,

thereafter the region inside the skull is filled
with a color representing the CSF (Fig. 3A).
Actually this is all that needs to be accom-
plished with region growing in order to detect
all the main tissues of the head.

4. Decision trees are applied in order to combine
images. Images 2B and 2C are copied on top
of image 3A pixel-by-pixel using the following
rule: pixel representing the grey matter may
only be copied on top of a pixel representing
the CSF. Furthermore, pixel representing the
white matter may only be copied on top of a
pixel representing the grey matter. The result is
given in Fig. 38.

There are two different $oftware implementa-
tions of IARD algorithm: manual and semi-auto-
matic. The manual implementation is the simplest,
because the user has complete control over the
execution of the algorithm. Threshold intensities
are selected manually from the source images or
from the histogram. Thereafter, the user may filter
the image, carry on amplitude segmentation, and
apply region growing. The coordinates indicating
where to begin the region growing procedure are
defined by pointing to the coordinates using the
mouse controlled cursor. In addition, the user can
modify the amplitude segmented images using
various drawing tools, such as line and rectangle
drawing. Different tissues (i.e. colors) can be
nominated from a color palette using the cursor.
When the result of the segmentation appears satis-
factory, the user stores the segmented slice and
continues with the next slice. Due to the interac-
tive character of the process, the result of the
segmentation can be relatively accurate. The main
difference between the manual and semi-auto-
matic implementation is the execution of region
growing operations, these are developed as foi-
lows:
1. Three points (p1, p2 and p3) are detected from

the image representing the scalp (Fig. 4). point
pl represents the region between the scalp and
the brain, p2 represents the brain and p3 the
scalp. Such points are estimated automatically
for each individual slice by scanning the im-
age.

2. Region growing is automatically called in or-
der to fill the black region between the scalp
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Fig. 1. Steps in IARD segrnentation method.
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Fig. 2. Three amplitude segmented images of the brain representing (A) scalp, (B) cortex, and (C) white matter

3.

and cortex with a color representing the skull.
The filling starting point is p 1.

Region growing is called again in order to fill
the region inside the skull with a color repre-
senting empty space. The starting point of the
operation is p2. Thereafter, the color of pixel
p3 is studied to determine if it has changed
during the region growing operations. If the
color has changed, that indicates that the brain
is in connection with the scalp and that the
region growing has failed.
If step 3 was successfully completed, the region
inside the skull is filled with a color represent-
ing the CSF. This region growing procedure is
selected using point p2 (Fig.4) as the argu-

ment. Thereafter, region growing is completed
(Fig. 3A). On the other hand, if step 3 has
failed, the program will indicate the fact and
the user will then correct the images manually.

5. The next step after region growing is the com-
bination of the three amplitude segmented im-
ages which is implemented utilizing decision
trees. Thereafter, the program asks the user to
confirm ifthe result appears realistic. Thus, the
user decides if the result is acceptable. If some
region of the produced segmentation is not
satisfactory, the user can modify it manually.

The user interface of the program is graphical
and presented in Fig. 2. Actually, the program
appears similar to a bitmap drawing program.

4.
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(B)

Fig. 3. Image (A) presents Fig. 2A afier region grou,ing. The result of segmenration is presented in (B), in which the scalp. skuli.
CSF. ,sre1. and white matter are detected.

(A)

3. Results

Segmentation was tested with f,ve different Tl
MRI-sets using manual and semi-automatic meth-
ods. It was realized that the semi-automatic seg-
mentation is applicable only in region (A) in Fig.
5. Manual segmentation is applicable in region
(B) which actually covers the entire head.

In order to implement the segmentation effi-
ciently, it is recommended to segment regions (D)
and (C) using the manual method and region (A)
using the semiautomatic method. The skull is
quite difficult to segment in region (D) manually
and consumes a great deal of time (Fig. 6). On the
other hand, in electrical modelling of the brain the
interesting regions are (A) and (C) which are
relatively easy to segment. Nevertheless, the entire
skull can still be segmented using the manual
segmentation method.

The accuracy of the segmentation method was
roughly estimated by using a simple phantom
with a high contrast. Five syringes of different
sizes were filled with water and scanned to 35
slices (2 mm thick) by using T2 MRI. The images
were stored as 250 x 250 pixel bitmaps and there-
after segmented. The test demonstrated l.5o% rela-
tive error when compared to the true volumes.

The condition that there should be 2-5 mm of
CSF between the cortex and skull was also esti-
mated. Depending on selected threshold coeffi-
cients, the condition was achieved with 65oh
accuracy. Most of the errors were caused bi
spikes inside the skulI. However, such spikes can
be removed using low-pass filtering. Improved
results can be obtained by editing the images
manually.

Time usage was estimated using the five differ-
ent MRI-sets. It must be noted that the time
usage depends strongly on the quality of original
MR images, and also on the person who controls
the segmentation procedure. The results can be
studied in Tables I arrd 2 .

An example of the effectiveness of IARD seg-
mentation is given in Fig. 7A in which the scalp,
skull, CSF, grey-matter, and white matter are
segmented. The segmented data is also presented
in 3-D.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The implemented program already has numer-
ous clinical applications such as 3-D anatomy

177
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Fig. 4. The three detected points on the image of the scalp.
Point p I represents the black region between the scalp and the
brain, p2 represents the brain and p3 the scalp.

examinations of MR images, electrical modelling
of the brain as a volume conductor, and the
quantization of brain lesions. For example, a 3-D
presentation of the brain can be applied in the
planning of surgical operations. Furthermore,
electricai modelling enables the future localization
ofepileptic focuses which can be presented clearly
utiiizing multimodal 3-D images [9,11]. One im-

Fig. 5. The regions of the head which can be se,emented using
different segmentations method. Region (A) can be segmented
using the semi-automatic method. Region (B) can be seg-
mented usrn-g manual method.

portant application is the quantitative estimation
of the plaque, e.g. hardened tissue in the brain or
the spinal cord caused by multiple sclerosis [5].

It was realized that particular regions of the
brain are difficult to segment automatically due to
anatomical details (Fig. 6). For example, the cere-
bellum is very difficult to separate from the grey
mass in MR images between the scalp and the
brain. Furtherrnore, the temporal lobes of cere-
brum are difflcult to separate from surrounding
tissues due to the very thin appearance of CSF.
Therefore, amplitude segmentation usually con-
nects the lobes to surrounding tissues. The hori-
zontal sections close to the eyes also cause some
difficulties because the frontal lobe and the eyes
can be inadvertently combined. These diff,culties
could be solved by applying morphological opera-
tions. For example, the method of erosion can be
utilized to break the connections followed by dila-
tion to restore the size.

Some regions of the skull contain more fat or
bone marrow thus appearing quite bright in MR
images. Such regions can cause inhomogeneties to
the skull. On the other hand, in such cases the
inhomogenities are comprehend as muscle tissue
which has a conductivity coefficient very close to
the conductivity of bone marrow. Therefore such
inhomogenities will only cause minor errors to the
electrical modelling of the skull as a volume con-
ductor. Nevertheless, all these errors can be cor-
rected by manual editing.

A phantom test was used in this study to
demonstrate the volumetric accuracy of the seg-
mentation method. The ideal phantom produces
only descriptive figures for this application, where
the contrast is low and anatomy is very compli-
cated. However, it is well known that in conduc-
tivity models small errors in the volumes or
shapes of the tissues do not have any signiflcant
effect. We will use the algorithms for volumetric
clinical applications in near future, involving a
comprehensive validation including inter and in-
tra observer segmentation studies of real anatomi-
cal structures such as tumors.

The implemented segmentation environment
has been proven to be efficient, and can be ap-
plied generally to segment arbitrary MR images.
On the other hand, it operates best with axial
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(A) (c)

Fig. 6. Rcgions which are difflcult to segment. Cerebellum (A) is difficult to separate from the grey masses between the brain and
scalp ln image (B) temporal lobes mav be inadvertentll' connected to surrounding tissues. Furthermore, some regions of the skull
contain more lat and appear bright (CDEF) causing difficulties.
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(B)

Tl-weighted MR images of the brain. Most of the
testings were implemented using 0.5T T1-weighted
axial slices, but some T2-weighted images were
also studied. This test demonstrated that the
anatomy of the brain is easier to detect from T1
images. However, segmentation can still be ap-
plied with T2 images in order to detect various
details of the brain such as brain lesions and
fluids.

Table I

Three-dimensional region growing has in-
creased it's popularity among segmentation proce-
dures l4,l4l. Unfortunately true 3-D region
growing is very sensitive to unexpected artifacts in
source images, and this causes problems. There-
fore, the interactive 2-D segmentation used by
IARD algorithm is the better approach.

Previousiy mentioned segmentation and 3-D
applications are very useful in clinical examina-

Segmentation tests - total time used lor sesmenrin-s REGIONS: A (35 slices); B (100 slices); C (5 slices): D (60 slices)

Segmentation method Region A (min) Region B (min) Region C (min) Region D (min)

(E)

No skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

With skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

12

6

15

6

50

25

100

15

30

20

120

120

2

2

4

4
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Table l
Se,qmentation tests averase time used for segmenting one slice lor REGIONS: A (40 slices); B (100 slices): C (10 slices); D (60
slices)

Segmentation method Region A (s) Region B (s) Re-rion C (s) Region D (s)

No skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

Wirh skull
Manual
Semiautomatic

20

l0

25

l0

30
l<

30

20

20

20

40

40
60
.15

r20
120

tions. In spite of this, segmentation procedure is
still quite difficult and slow to implement, and
therefore, clinical applications have not yet be-
come popular. On the other hand, due to increas-
ing computing resources such segmentation and

3-D presentation methods are under development
in many scientific laboratories and prospects are
promising [3,1,15]. Consequently, segmentation,
together with 3-D presentation, will be an impor-
tant tool in future examinations and diagnostics.

(c)

Fig. 7. (A) Segrnented MR image of the head in which the scalp. skull. CSF. and the grey and u'hite marter of the brain are

classified. 3-D presentations of (B) the skull. (C) whire matter, and (D) correx.
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